Primatology is the scientific study of primates. It deals with both living and extinct primates to understand aspects of their evolution and behaviour. As a science, primatology has many different sub-disciplines focusing on the anatomy, anthropology, physiology, psychology and genetics of the primates. The Journal of Primatology gives an opportunity for researchers to explore this field, providing the reader with a mix of review and methodology chapters which address the fundamentals of analysis methods, algorithms, data standards and databases.

Journal of Primatology gives an opportunity for expert researchers to explore in this ever-changing field, providing the reader with a mix of review and methodology chapters which address the fundamentals of analysis methods, algorithms, data standards and databases. Being an Open Access journal, it supports the scientists who publishes original research articles in all areas of primatology. With the aim of faster and better dissemination of knowledge, Journal of Primatology would allow free access to its contents, which is likely to attract more readers. The journal covers all aspects of study both living and extinct primates in their natural habitats and in laboratories by conducting field studies and experiments in order to understand aspects of their evolution and behavior. The journal gives preference to clinically oriented studies over experimental and raw studies. The readership includes scholars, researchers, clinicians and also the general public.
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